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ABSTRACT

The subspecies Elephat maximus sumolrqnus, endemic to Smtara, occurs in discrete
popubrtons o,cross much of the island. Its range in Sunatra has declined as a resuh of
deforestation and increase in hwrun population growth. A study of tlrc populatbn of
elephants in Way Kambas National Park (1300 brf) was carried out between 1984 and
1986 to determine the populatbn structwe, composition, Eex ratio, number, denity, bionass
and impact on woody vegetation. Group size of the fanily units ranged from 43 anhrnls
while, Iarger aggregatbns up to 45 aninals were no! unconunon. The most lrequently
observed category wos that of tlu adult bull eleplwnt which accounted for 34Vo of all
obsemations. In addition, there were also bull groups whose size ranged from 2-9 (average
4.4). Mean group size tends to be smaller during lhe dry season and larger during the
rainy season. Population struclure is biased in faltour of the adults and srbadults. ,Sex

ratio appears to be I:5 in favour of the fennles. The proportion of tuskers annng the
adult bulls is about 287o - much higlwr tlan what is seen in Sri l-anla where it is less
tlan I0?o. Logging in the past has created secondary vegetation capable S supporting
elephans at higher densities than pritnary rainforest hahitats. Much of the eleplnnt danage
to the vegetuion consisted of nwin-stem breaking. Tlv incidence of bark peeling was low
given the abundance of alterrctive food available. It k estimakd tlut between 250 and
350 eleplnnts tnay occur in Way Kanhas, giving a crudz densiry of between 0.19 and
0.27 per lon2. The biotruss m6, range between 344 kgilar2 and 488 kgllan2. Elephants
apryar to prefer woody vegetation with a stem girth between I-32 cm dbh. Trees above
32 cm dbh appear to have sonw irvnuniryfrom elephant damage. It is doubtful if elephants
and economic thnber production can be compatible. Way Kambas needs to be better
managed to improve the grazinglbrowsing opportunities for the eleplunts.
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INTRODUCTION

Of the three ortant subspecies of the Asian elephant (Elephas naximus L.), the
subqpecies Elephas maximus sunntraru:t, is endemic to the island of Sumara in the
Indonesian archipelago. It is primarily an inhabitant of the moist ropical rainforcst, where
browse is scattered and herbaceous growth occurs only in cleared areas and along the river
banks, where the canopy is broken

Prior to about 1900, when agricultural settlement in Sumatra first led o substantial
degree of deforesradon, most of tJre island was covered wittr primary foresr In swh
circumstances, the somewhat smaller body size of the Sumatran subspecies would have
been an advantage. Presumably, up o that dme, although is population density would have
been low. the effective use of the closed canopy habiat might have faroured the Sumatran
elephant o be disributed widely across its habitat, in small social unis. Less than a oenory
later, it has almost disappeared from two pnovinces: Nonh and west sumara (Fig. l).
The conrrersion of primary forest o agriculnral holdings, some of which have prorad
ephemeral and been abandoned, is a particularly serious cause of conservation probtems
in Sumatra, and the elephant has been among the species of large mammals most seriously
affected by it. It is estimated that between 65 and 80Vo of rhe forxts in the lowlands
of Sumatra (Ftg. 2) have already been lost (Whitten et aL t984). The mounrain areas !o
date have been less seriously affected, but the disruprion of continuou cover is already
subsrantial in some cases, and perhaps l57o of tlreir ont area may tentatively be estimated
as already removed (Santiapillai & Ashby, 1988). The altinrde range of rtre mounrains of
Sumatra is such that most of their area is rich habiat in rheir undisturbed stati. Unless
much firmer conservation and management policies are adopted in forest areas than have
been followed hitherto, and badly planned changes of land use curtailed, the Sumatran
subspecies of the Asian elephant will be at severe risk in tlre witd within a few decades
excepting perhaps in some of the large protected areas. It is already listed as endangered
(ruCN, 1990) and has been protected since 1931. Irgal protection alone however cannot
save the Sumatran elephant if its habiat is lost. Such pr,otection similarly failed o save
the tiger hom Java and Bali.

STI.JDY AREA

Way Kambas National Park with an arca of 1,300 krn2, lies at the extreme southern
end of the eastern coastal plain of Sumara, in Iampung province. It was fust established
as a complex of Protection forests in l9Vl and upgraded to the sla[rs of a Game rcserye
n 1937.It was declared a National Park in 1990. Natural boundaries exist on all sides
except along a distance of 28 km in ilre south-east (Flg. 3). The eastent part of the pak
where the freshwater swamp foress arc, is flat but towards the west, on the drier ground,
the terrain is gently undulating. The altitude ranges from sea level to 16 m. The commotgsr
soil type found in the park is the red-yellow podsol which is characteristic of the well
drained areas. The Krakatau eruption in 1883, deposited a layer of feaile volcanic ash
over tre southern pan of he park.
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Drainage consisLs of a network of rivers and strcams, of which the Way Kambas

anrl Way Wako nvers, together with therr uibul,aries drain approximately 687o of the resewe

toward the coast lVind er al. 1979). Seasonal inundation of brackish watcr may occ'.r

up to 2 krn inland during abnormally dry periods owing to the lowJying nature of the

land. The park reccives on an average about 2000 mm of rain per year, much of it falling

in Deccmber and Janua-y (Wind et al. 1919). There is a singlc, pronounced dry season

that may lcsr fmm July to Ocobcr.

N

TLEPHA|rT OISTRIBUTIO'I

'.1 r

Fig. I The disribution of forty-four known populations of elephans in Sumatra. Number

4 
-represenS 

the elephant population in the Way Kambas National Park, in l-ampung

province.
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The original vegetation in the park was predominantly lowland diptcrocarp foresr
Today however, only about 5-107o of the park can be described as being "less disturbed"
forest. Logging began in 1969 and by 1974, about 50,000 ha of the dipterocarp forest
were selecrively logged our (UMP/FAO, t977). Foresr fires in 1972i 1974 nd 1976
drastically altered the composition of the vegerarion. The combined effect of logging and
forest ftres has led to the sprcad of grasslands composed predom inanrl y of Imperan 

"ynrAArolocally known as alang-3tang, which cover almost 70Vo of the park. Aiang-alang is an
aggressive weed, difficuli o eradicate and thrives well in degraded areas. Deipite rhe loss
of up to 75Vo of the primary forest" \vay IGmbas still contains one of the largest areas
of freshwater (non-peat) swamp forest of any rcserve in Sumarra (tuceanrry,-trt;.

The mammalian fauna is diverse and consisb of such threat€ned species as the
Sumatran Tiger (Pantlvra tigis stntatrae), CloudeJ Leopard (Neofetis nebulisa),Malayan
Sun Bear (Helarctos malayanus), Red Dog (Ctnn aljinus), Asiatic Golden 

'Cat 
(Felis

temmincki), Mlrbled Cat (Felis marmorata), Oriental Small+lawed Otter (Aonyx cinerea),
Eurasian oner (Lutra lutra), Hauy-nosed ofter (Lutra sumatrana) and Maiayan Tapir
(Tapirus indicus). There are six species of prirnares including rhe siamang inyobotes
syndactylus). There is also recent evidence for the continued survival of a smail population
of Sumatran Rhno (Dicerorhinus stnutrensis) (Mr Widodo S. Ramono, pers. comr). There
are some 270 species of birds including white-winged wood duck (Cairina scwulata) and,
milky sork (Mycteria cinerea). Reptiles include the estuarine crocodile (Crocodylus poiosus)
and the false gharial (Tomistona sclilegelti).

METHODS

The dense and tangled nature of the vegetation in the park makes the observation
of even the largest terrestrial mammal such as rhe elephani difFrcutt. Obsewations of
elephans were carried out between June 1984 and January 1986, during which time a toal
of 85 days was spent in the part, spread over l4 visits. Classification of the groups was
often difficult and in most instances, only a total count of the elephants could be taken.
Much of the data on elephants was obtained on foot, in areas south of the way Kam
bas river, along the network of rails. The riparian vegecation and grasslands along rhe
Way Kambas river were regularly surveyed from a Uoat anO at every sighting of elepf,ants,
the location, time, number, composition and activity were recorded. The terr-',grogp; refers
to any aggegation of two or more animals (KuG 1974). Five categories (aduli mate, adult
female, subadult, juvenile and calf) were used in the study of poputation structurc.

The effect of elephants on the woody-vegetation in ttre park was determined frrom

1 .study of six categories of elephant-induced damage signs suitr as (i) branch brreaking,
(ii)- main stem breaking, (iii) stem uisting, (iv) bark peeting, (v) pushing over, and 1v-ii
tusk marking (Wing & Buss, l9Z0; Vancuylenberg, li74; Iahwaran, teal, te8a;. mese
damage signs were scored along five trails randomly selected (each 05 km long) on either
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side up to 2 m, on trees that were over 1.5 m height. Broken branches with leaves that
could be attributed with certainty to elephants were collected for identifcation.

Fig. 2. Map of the Way Kambas National Park, situated in the southern province of lampung
in Sumatra" Indonesia"

L lgrurrr/o---O'^ru
Jltr -- O
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acrFa -l
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WAY KAMBAS
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Date Days No: location
Comoosition

Totalam af sa Ju cl

Jun 84

Jut 84

Aug. u

Sep. 84

Nov. 84
Ian 85

Apr. 85

May. 85

Iun. 85
Jut E5

s?.E5

Oe. E5

Dcc. E5

Jen 86

(8)

(8)

(10)

(t0)

(4)
(4)

cr)

(5)

(3)
(6)

(E)

c3)
(5)

(3)

I
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
l0
n
t2
l3
l4
l5
l6
17

t8
l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
n
28
?9
30
3l
32
33
34
35
36
37
3E
39
,t0
4l

Karangsari
Gmp D2
&np D2
Karangsari
Karangsari
Pcr t
Psrcarile
Pcr I
Camp Dl
Ncgarabatin
Poet I
Poei I
Wako
Post I
Kerangsari
Pancarile
Pocrl
Curp D2
Camp D2
Camp D2
Jcp"ra
Wak Karran
Camp D2
Way Kanan
Way Kanan
Rasau East
Pocr I
Pst I
Way Kanan
Posr I
Pct I
Poct I
Boundary
Pancasila

Negarabadn
Karurgsari
Karangrari
Post I
Bomdary
Bourdary
Boundary

I

I

I
I

I
I
2
I

2

I

I

I
I
7

I
I
I

I

5

I
9
4
I

I

2

i
lt
9

t6

5

3

I

2
00)

3

@')
I
I

(32)
(12)

I
I
2
I

(45)
2
5

(t6)
I
J

35
28

(20)

I
Q2'

t
I

.10

(12)
(6)
I
2
I
4
I

(e)
5

(a)
(30)

I
I
4
I

Tool E5 {I 56 37 9 9= 158+(313) =471

Charler Senttaplllal & Hayanl 9uprahman

Table 1. Number of elephants recorded in Way Kambas National Park, Sumatra-

rnr (adult malcs) . rf (adult fanales) , rr (subedulu) , ju (iuvcrilcr) . cl (celvcr )
Totals wiftia bracketr rcfer to unclagiJicd enimds.
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Table 2. Composition of the groups (excluding bull groups) classified

Ad. mates Ad. fernale Subadults Juveniles Calves

2
3

5

3

35
28
40

2
4

i
11

9
16

I
t
4
J

l9
t2
L2

I
3

I
I

I

4
2
2

5

3

I

icto

7(10
I

r22
100

56
45.9

9
7.3

379
30.3 7.3

1r(2r)
?o9

t = Esker

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Group size

The basic populaCon unit among elephans is the family unit, consisting of an

integrated group of closely related animals of all classes, excluding adult males (Buss 1961,

I-aws & Parker 1968, Laws 1970, Douglas-Hamilton 1972, Moss & Poole 1983, Moss 1988).

In Way Kambas National Park, of tlre total 471 animals recorded in 4l sightings, (Iable

l) such family units comprised between 4-8 animals (Frg. 3) and accounted for I22Vo

of rlre observarions. White et al, (1993) in a study of the African forest elephan\ Loxodonta

africaru cyclotis found the mean group size to be 3.3. Olivier (1978) gave a flrgure of
5-6 for the family unit of the Asian elephant in the rain forests of Malaysia The majority

of the observations (34.17a) were of solitary individuals (14), dl of which were adult bulls'

Family units are stable, but agglegate O form "kin" or bond gfoups, clans, subpopulations

and populations @ouglas-Hamilton 1972, Moss & Poole 1983). In Way Kambas, the

remaining sighdngs were for the most pan larger groupings or clans of up o 45 individuals,

formed by the temporary merger of a number of family units @isenberg, 1981). Such larger

aggregations in general, split into smaller foraging grcups, which move in a coordinated

rumner (Owen-Smith, 1988).

The other small population unit is the loose group of mature bulls, the bull herd,

averaging 4.4 animals. There were hve bull $oups that ranged in size from 2 !o 9. Bull
groups are chaiacterized by ever+hanging composition (Croze, 1974). Bull goups accounted

for l2.2Vo of the observations. I-aws (1974) has postulated that group size is a measure
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of ttre ecological health of elephant populations, since aggegation of family units and bull
herds is the result of stressful conditions. This was borne out by Ishwaran (1981) who
found the mean group size of an elephant population in an area interspersed with human
settlemenls to be larger than that of a simitar population living within a nearby national
park. In Way Kambas, the higher group size of the bult group (9) is indicative of the
scale of the human+lephant conflicts that exist along the pcriphery of the park. Similar
high group size of bull elephans was observed in Sri l-anka in the Handapanagala area
where elephants are in conflict with man (Hendavitlraram et al. 1994).

The extent to which elephants aggregate in a particular area is relevant to their
management as regards habiut utilization. Group size of elephans in Way Kambas National
Park showed variation in time and space, ranging from 2 individuals to a maximum of
45 in the grasslands of Wako (Iable l). Western & Lindsay (1984) discuss the reasons
for large group formation. Large aggregations forme.l in response to heavy human predation
(Laws er al. 1975). The higher group sizes may indicate a high level of disturbance due
to social factors in the park. In Uganda, higher group sizes were observed among elephans
inhabiting areas where poaching was prevalent, while those areas that were most s@ure
from poaching had rhe lowesr group sizes @lringham, 1977).

Group Sizes
Wqy Kqmbqs NP

40
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20
t(

l0
(

0
3 E 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 4E

Group stze

I Etepbqnts

Fig. 3 Frequency of sighrings for elephanr groupings of various sizes.

Social factors such as tenioriality, average group size, seasonality of breeding erc.
have a profound influence on fte population dynamics of many large mammals and are
also imporlant in their management (Caughley & Walker, l9E3). Elephans being social
animals, live in groups. The basis of their social organization is matriarchy. The groups

% obsorvqtloDs

12 16 20 24 28
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are led by the oldest reproducing cow. As in man, the grandmother is an integral part

of the group and has imponant leadership and/or infant care function (Laws et al.1975).

The extensive generation overlap leads to the esteblishment of linear dominance hierarchy

among the females, and the leadership often falls on the oldest female in the group. Such

female leadenhip is also knorvn in the watcr buffalo (Iulloch, 1967) and in the gaur

(Schaller, 1967; Ulrich, 1968).

Population structure

The population structuie of elephans in Way Kambas National Park appears to be

biased owards aduls and subadults. Of the 158 animals that were classified, L03 (or 657o)

were adult males and females. This was similar to what was observed in the Ruhuna National

Park, Sri tanka (Santiapillai et al. 1984). Subaduls in Way Kambas accounted fot 237o

(37 out of 158) of the classified total, while the proportions of the juveniles and calvx
were 6Vo (9 our of 158) each. The proporrion of tuskers among the bull elephans in Way

Kambas appears to be high, given that 13 out of the 47 bulls classified (or 28Vo\ wete

trsken. This is less than what was reported by Deraniyrgala (1955) who found 98Vo of
a sample of 29 bull elephans from Sumatra to be tuskers. The lower incidence of Erskers

in Way Kambas could well be due to the fact that a number of tuskers were poached

for their g1sks or in defence of the crops. The proportion of tuskers among the bulls in

captivity (72.2Vo) is much higher than that obscrved in the wild. Clable 3). These bulls

were capnred in operations to resolve the human-elephant conflict and o reduce the elephant

depredations. The proportion of nskers varies enormously in Asia. While, less than l07o

of thE bulls in Sri l-anka have tusks (Santiapillai & Jackson, 1990), in South India, over

90Vo of them are tuskers (Sukumar, 1989).

As far as the classified groups are concerned, the proportions of he adult bulls,

adult cows, zubaduls were 9Vo, 45.9Vo and 30.3Vo resp*tively, while juveniles and calves

made up 7.37o earch of the total (Table 2).

Sex-ratio

In most mammals, there is parity between the sexes al birth. But the "natural" adult

sex-rario is unlikely to be parity in a polygynous mammal (Mitchell et al. L977). Adu.lt

bull elephants usually lead a solirary or semi-solitary life and rejoin matriarchal unis only

during ttre period of reproduction. Therefore, the "natural" sex-ratio will be biased in favour

of rlri adult females (Kun, 1969; Eisenberg & Lockhart, 1972; Santiapillai et al. 1984).

In Way Kambas, the adult sex-ratio was l:5 biased in favour of the females (table 2).

This reflecs the selective mortality of the bulls, especially the tuskers as a result of escalating

human elephant conflicts.

The elephant is a polygynous species, where one bull can successfully mate with

a nurnber of cows in oestrus. Thus, there is always some "surplus" bulls available for mating

with cows. Funhermore, as Sukumar (1989) points out, a certain proportion of adult females
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would also be either pregnant or in lacutional anoestrus, and therefore not available for
conception, in which case, the operational sex ratio would not be as disparate as the observed
sex raLio in the population. Despite the low proportion of adult males, as long as the female
mortality remains very low, the populations will increase or remain scable even in the face
of a decrease in fertility due to higher male mortality (Sukumar, 1989). From Table 2,
it appears that the inter-calving interval is about 6 years, which is somewhat longer than
the average of 4 years. In view of the wide range of adjustrnent possible in mean calving
interval (3 to 9 years), and in lhe attainment of maturity (9 o 20 years), reproduction
might be the actual regdlamry process (Laws, l98l).

BB ST BP PO

dcmcrge cqtegorles
Fig. 4 - Impact of elephans on woody vegetation in Way Kambas National Parh Sumatra.
(SB = main stem breaking; BB = Branch breaking; ST = Stem Twisting; BP = Barlc Peeling;
PO = Push Over; TM = Tusk Marking)

Elephqnts /Woody Plqnts

TM

Wqy Kqmbqs NP
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Impact on woody-vegetation

Way Kambas Narional Park was subject o intensive logging for almost hree decades.

Much of rhe original lowland dipterocarp forcst has disappeared and what is left today

are large areas of secondary scnrb and extensive gnsslands dorninated by Imryrau cylindrica
The much valued hadwood timber species have been largely extracted and now, a large

proportion of the woody yegetation is made up of rees with less ttran 20 cm diameter

at brcast height (dbh). But for Ore elephants and other herbivores, there are sufhcient
resourc6 in the park, since secondary deciduous forests provide 0re greatest potential

carrying capacity as standard foods can become superabundant and are of high quality
' (Olivier, 1980). Logging has also created a much higher divenity by increasing the 'edge"

habitas. Elephans respond lo "edges" or the raruition zones between forests and grasslands,

in a positive manner (Seidensticker, 1984). Elephans being generalized feeden, are catholic

in their diet, consuming a large number of plant species. In most environmens food
abundance and quality change witlr seasons. Elephans prcfer to feed on grass when it is

green, switching to browse during the dry season. Thus elephants are adapted as mixed
grazer-browsers and woody plant branchlets offer a suitable mix of rapidly digestible leaves

and indigestible stems (Owen-Smith, 1988).

The percenage fiequencies of the six categories of damage inllected on the woody
vegetation by elephans are given in Fig. 4. It can be seen ftat men-stem breaking accounted

for much of the damage. 8l% of the total damage to the woody plans was due to a

combination of main stem brcaking and branch brcaking by the elephans. When browsing

during the dry season, elephans rsr:ally break off branches and feed on the terminal twigs
(shwaran, 1983). They also fe€d on bark, which are rich in minerals and sap. In Africa
bark stripping occurs just before trees flower or leaf out (Owen-Smith, 1988). The elephant
is a wasteful feeder, judgrng by the amount of vegetation that is left uneaten. The animal's
foraging efficiency has been shown to be high (807o) when feeding on grass, low (2G
EVo) when feeding on bark, and intermediate (50Vo) when feeding on leaves, stems and

twigs (McKay, L973). The incidence of bark peeling observed was low (5.77o). Perhaps,

an abundance of alternative source of food, such as regenerating trees could be the reason

for the low incidence of bark suipping by elephans in Way Kambas.

Elephans in Way Kambas appear o prefer woody plans with a stem girth between

l tD 32 cm dbh (Fig. 5). Size classes below 8 cm dbh were the most prone o elephant

damage (8l%o). The most prefened size class of woody vegetation was between 2 and
4 cm dbh (or saplings). Smatl woody plans are commonly eaten whole. Elephants prefer
feeding on most quick growing pioneer species, while rejecting most of the dominant trees

of the Dipterocarpaceae (Owen-Smith, 1988). Forest sudies have shown that when abundant

young woody vegetation is available, elephants prefer ir to older rees (I-aws et al.,1975).
Trees above 32 cm dbh appear tcl have scme immunity from elephant damage. These

observations in Way Kambas National Park where the vegetation is secondary, are in
agreemenr with those of Wing & Buss (1970), laws et al. (1975) and lshwaran (1983).
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Wqy Kqmbqs NP
Woody Vegetqtion

% lrequency

2-4 4-8 8-16

silze clcss (cm)

Fig. 5 - Size of wody vegetatbn preferred by elephans in Way Kambas National Park,
Sumatra.

There is cunently evidence to show that ttre uee species eaten by elephants are
afso fast growing :ind short-lived (Laws et at. 1975). Srrch fast growing spocies re
ctnracteristic of the secondary foress and production forests in Sumata lfior€ovetr,
elephans not only selectively damage the smaller size ctasses of woody vegetation, they
are also species selective and therefore in ttre long tenn, can alter ttre composition of the
forcst. If this is so, then elephane and economic timber production may nor be compatibb
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(-aws et al. 1975). These observations therefore have serious irnplications for ttre
management of production forests situated eittrer within an elephant range or in the vicinity
of an elephant reserve.

Table 3. Record of the Tuskers and Maknas in captivity at the Elephant Training

7a of rusker = l3ll8 x 100 = 72.2vo

Number, Density and Biomass

The number of animals and their occupance are of fundamenal importance to wildlife
management (Jachman & Bell, 1979). However, in the dense and tangled vegetation of
the humid tropics, it is nor ofrcn easy to arrive at accurar estimates of population size
of even elephans. Any assessment of elephant number will therefore be prone to
underestimate the actual trctal- This was very clearly demonstrated in 1982 during ttre
elephant drive code-namad, "Operation Ganesha" in South Sumatra province when a total
of 232 animals were flushed out of a patch of forest in Air Sugihan transmigration settlement
which was long thought to have had only about 80 elcphants (Blouch & Ftaryanto 1984).

Centre, near Way Kambas National Park, Sumatra.

Age (yrs) Status Shoulder height
(m)

circumference of
right fore foot (m)

l8
l5
l5
8

l5
r6
t2
6

t2
8
3

6
5
2
7
6
4
5

Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
lvlakna
Tusker
Tusker
Tusker
Malma
Matoa
lvlaiara
Malma

r.99
2.32
1.96
r.94
2.r3
2.29
2.tL
r.63
2.16
1.98
1.48

1.84

r.73
1.31

1.89

t.7L
1.65

1.58

t.t4
r.34
1.07
1.06
r.22
r.25
1.09
0.89
1.25
0.99
0.84
1.13
1.09
0.78
r.09
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An alternative approach would be as recommended by laws et aI. (1975) to estimate
the area available to the elephants and then apply hypottretical elephant densities to this
arca and thereby estimate the total number of elephann In suitable South east Asian habitas,
crude density of elephans can nnge from 0.1 ro 1.0/km2 @isenberg, l98l; Eisenberg &
Seidersticker, 1976). In general, elephants arc known to live at a higher density in secondary
forests than in primary forests. Based on the number of separate groups of elephants actually
recorded in the park in 1984 (minimum number of about 140 from three separate groups
of 65 animals from Camp D2; 45 animals from Wako and 30 animals along the southern
boundary) and the subseqirent number of elephants rarslocated ino the park from outside
in two elephant drives (72 and 40 elephans totalling 112 animals), the minimum estimate
of the total population of elephants in Way Kambas National Park by the end of 1987
wu ?52, giving a minimum crude density of 0.19 per kmt. The actual number could be
anything between a minimum of 250 and a maximum of 350 animals. Despite is limitations,
this is a more realistic estimate of eleptr,ant number than what was previously estimated;
30 by Wind (1978) and 40 by Olivier (1981) for rhe entire park.

In calculating the biomass of elephants in Way Kambas, an average value of 1,810
kg was used as the elephant's weight (adjusted with respect !o peroentage of age and sex
classes) ils trecommended by Eisenberg & Lockhart (L972). This would meen a biomass
of.344 kgnsnZ at the minimum crude density of 0.19 per km2. The biomass could ba as
high as 488 kg/km' at a maximum crude density of O.27 per km2, which is typical for
most of the secondary forest habins in rhe Indomalayan region. Even though elephans
are not numerically the most dominant species in Way Kambas, they still remain ecologically
the most important in rcrms of biomass and cycling of plant material.

CONCLUSION

The elephans in Way Kamabs National Park represent an important lowland
population, whose prospecs for long term survival appear to b€ good provided efforts are
made to minimize the human-elephant conflics. The agency ruponsible for the conservation
and management of elephants in Indonesia, the Direcorate General of Forest Protection
and Nature Conservation (PFPA) have taken a number of measures that range from
translocation of problem elephants, establishment of electric fences, to capture and
domestication of chronic crop raiders so that they could be gainfully employed in forestry,
agriculErre and nature tourism.

Some of the common management problems associated with elephants in the park
are the inevitable consequences of their large body size and intemperate appetite. Land
adjoining the park wi$ once part of tlre elephant's range and today it is being intensively
cultivated, which attracs the elephanu even though there is plenty of food within the park
(Santiapillai & Widodo, 1993). Sumara is rapidly approaching a stage when all the remnant

of natural environment will be contained in a parchwork of parks and rcserves. Containing
elephans within protected areas surrounded by dense human settlements will irevitably
lead to an escalation of conflics between man and elephanr Therefore elephant habitats
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within the protected arcas must be properly managed n improve the grazing/browsing
oplnrtunitics for 'Jre elephants, given that the elephant's digestive physiology is adapted
to a bulky, high fibre diet (Janis, 1976; Olivicr, f978).
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